Prima Marketing and Chameleon Fancy Project Sheet by Olesya Kharkova

Inspiration:- I was inspired by paper collection and its
patterns.
Materials Used:- Mixed media doll stamp # 910174 by Julie
Nutting, Prima; Royal Menagerie A4 paper pad by Prima;
Trims Magnolia by Prima, Self-adhesive embellishments Say
it in Crystals by Julie Nutting, Prima; Tabs and Tags Resist
Patterns Royal Menagerie collection by Prima; Alphabet
Stickers Royal Menagerie collection by Prima; Chameleon
Color Tones Deluxe Set; Bark ( BR5), Hot Cocoa (BR2),
Seville Orange (OR4), Fawn (NU3), Bisque (NU1), Warm
Sunset (YO3), Summer Sun (YL2); a white gel pen; Memento
Tuxedo Black ink; Walnut Stain distress ink, Forest Moss
distress ink, Wild Honey distress ink.
Instructions:1. Stamp the doll image onto a separate piece of white cardstock using Tuxedo Black Memento
ink.

2. Hair: using the bullet nib of the Bark pen infused for 2 seconds, color the top and the bottom
part of the hair; using the bullet nib of the Hot Cocoa pen infused for 3 seconds, blend the
previous color; using the bullet nib of the Seville Orange infused for 2 seconds, color the middle
part of the hair blending the previous color.
Jacket: using the bullet nib of the Bark pen infused for 3 seconds, color the places where the
most intensive shadows should be, keeping in mind that the light source is coming from the left
corner; using the brush nib of the Hot Cocoa pen infused for 4 seconds, color the jacket moving
from the left to the right in each element.
Shoes: using the bullet nib of the Bark pen infused for 2 seconds, color the very ends of the
shoes on the left and on the right; using the bullet nib of the Hot Cocoa pen infused for 3
seconds, color the middle part of the shoes.
Legs: using the brush nib of the Fawn pen infused for 2 seconds, color the places where the
shadows should be (the very top, where the legs are crossed, the very bottom); using the brush
nib of the Bisque pen infused for 5 seconds, color all the rest blending two colors together.
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3. Stamp the doll image once more onto a patterned paper and cut the dress and the hair band out
with the scissors.

4. Dress: using the brush nib of the Seville Orange pen infused for 4 seconds, color the top part
of the dress and the areas between the folds of the dress to emphasize the shadows; using the
brush nib of the Warm Sunset pen infused for 3 seconds, blend the previous color; using the
brush nib of the Summer Sun pen infused for 3 seconds, color the lightest part of the folds
blending the previous color.
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5. Apply self- adhesive necklace and bracelet to the doll and embellish some areas with a white
gel pen.

6. Sponge the tags with Walnut Stain, Forest Moss and Wild Honey distress inks.

7. Cut out some motives from the paper and Magnolia trims, adhere them to the background with
a foam tape and white glue.
8. Assemble the rest of the card and place alphabet stickers for the title.

